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Minutes from registrar meeting May 6 2014 
 

Registrar meeting by DK Hostmaster in Aarhus, Scandic Hotel on 6th of May 2014 9.30-20:00  

Agenda 
09:30 Registration 
10:00 Dialogue meeting - automation of proxy role and data validation. 
11:30 Lunch 
12:00 Presentation on Big Data as business model (cancelled) 
14:00 Break 
14:30 Normal registrar meeting: 
Update on current projects and follow-up from last registrar meeting. 
- EPP - prioritisation  
-The Danish Consumer Protection Act 
- International news 
- From you to us. 
18:00 Dinner  
 

Present from DK Hostmaster 
John Schweitzer, DK Hostmaster 

Lise Fuhr, DK Hostmaster 

Rikke Møller, DK Hostmaster 

Jonas Nielsen, DK Hostmaster 

Erwin Lansing, DK Hostmaster 

Inge Wisti, DK Hostmaster  

 

Welcome 
 

John Schweitzer welcomed everyone. There was a slight change to the programme as the Big Data presenter had 
cancelled. It was therefore agreed that dinner would be moved to 17.00, and to extend the dialogue meeting and 
breaks.   

There was also a brief round of introductions. 

 

Dialogue meeting - Automation of proxy role and information validation. 
 

Lise Fuhr talked about the new domain act and how DK Hostmaster is changing the process for the registrant set-up. 
Lise Fuhr explained that, until now, it is the registrant who has been legally responsible for their data in Whois being 
correct. But the new domain act will make it DK Hostmaster's responsibility. Meanwhile, DK Hostmaster must ensure 
that private registrants, who have name and address protection in the Civil Registration System, are automatically 
guaranteed anonymity in Whois. This will affect the registrants' set-up procedure with registrars and will have 
technical and legal consequences both in the Registrar Agreement and DK Hostmaster's general terms and conditions. 
That's why there are now two projects running in DK Hostmaster, which must be implemented by 1 March 2015 at the 
latest. It concerns data validation and automation of proxy.  
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Data validation 
In order to validate private registrants' data, Lise Fuhr proposed that, via EPP or a web interface, during the set-up 
process you try to validate the registrant first by matching name and address with the information in the Civil 
Registration System.  

Those registrants who cannot be validated via a name and address match, will have to be validated via their social 
security number. To validate the registrant via the social security number, the registrar must either use DK 
Hostmasters' pre-activation function, or ask the registrant to validate themselves directly on DK Hostmaster’s website 
before applying for a domain name from a registrar. When the name, address and social security number match the 
information in the Civil Registration System, DK Hostmaster will discard the information concerning the social security 
number, i.e. DK Hostmaster will not store the social security numbers following validation. This solution means that 
the social security number is only passed to DK Hostmaster and not to the registrars.  

Lise Fuhr pointed out that one of the benefits of this proposed solution is that the use of social security numbers 
would only be required in a few cases and that the registrars had more technical options to available. Disadvantages 
included the risk that the registrant in certain cases would have to go through several attempts at validation when 
applying for a domain name, and that some registrants would therefore experience the system as difficult to use. 
Equally, there is a risk of registrants registering as international registrants to avoid validation. 

Lise Fuhr further said that company validation would be achieved through company registration number matches, and 
that the validation of associations would be achieved by the association submitting proof of its association status to 
DK Hostmaster (such as by submitting a copy their articles of association or similar). 

 

Automation of proxy  
Lise Fuhr explained the connection with the other project, automation of the proxy role. The aim was to meet one of 
the registrar's wishes to facilitate domain name administration via an automated procedure. The suggestion is that 
this should be achieved via an automated process as part of the set-up, where the registrant is given the option of 
whether the registrar should take on one or more of the following roles in relation to the registrant's domain name: 
proxy role, billing contact and responsible for the DNSSEC key.   The proposal included a number of important 
principles:  1) the registrant's terms of agreement remain with DK Hostmaster, 2) it is always the registrants who 
decide whether the registrar should manage the domain name, 3) the registrant has the option, via self-service, to 
choose whether to handle their own domain name administration and 4) DK Hostmaster will continue to send order 
confirmations to the registrant via e-mail/letter. 

Implementation of the automated process will have some consequences: 1) the proxy role will change in general and 
2) preparation will begin in order to phase out the e-mail form (a web interface would replace the e-mail form).  

Registrants will have two options to put the registrar as proxy; via self-service or via the pre-activation window.  

 

Data validation - the technical solutions and debate 
Jonas Nielsen presented some overall wireframes, which showed the order flows, including validation opportunities.  

It was questioned whether the solution would not result in the network becoming too burdened following validation. 
DK Hostmaster pointed out that validation is a legal requirement and can therefore not be avoided. 

A debate followed on the transportation of social security numbers. Tom Sommer from UnoEuro pointed out that 
several registrars are already transporting social security numbers to other TLDs, and that they could therefore also 
handle social security numbers for registering .dk domain names. However, currently not all registrars transport social 
security numbers. DK Hostmaster noted the desire to do this and will consider which solution model to choose.  

Kristian Ørmen, Larsen Data, believed that the registrant would need a simple solution. In the set-up flow it should 
either be with a social security number or not, as opposed to several attempts first with name and address only, and 
then social security number. Anders Eiler, Meebox, agreed. 

Larsen Data wanted it to be possible for the registrar to validate the registrant before the application is sent to DK 
Hostmaster. Transparency was requested around how DK Hostmaster validates the registrants, so that the registrars 
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can perform the same validation and thereby avoid an application failing and the registrar having to go back to the 
registrants to ask them to change data. 

The question was also asked whether there were live checks in relation to the Civil Registration System, so that the 
set-up was not too slow, and this was confirmed by Jonas Nielsen. 

The question was asked whether DK Hostmaster should use address, name and social security number or whether it 
was sufficient to just enter the social security number, so that DK Hostmaster could fill in the information regarding 
name and address.   

The question was asked as to how correctly a name needs to be entered. DK Hostmaster will inform the registrars 
about the details surrounding validation, when nearing final solution. DK Hostmaster will examine the possibility of 
making it flexible, so that you could set yourself up if you had e.g. forgotten to enter a middle name. DK Hostmaster 
further pointed out that you could get a new user-id at point of set-up and that DK Hostmaster would not force users 
to one user-id. 

With regards to the validation of associations, some registrars asked DK Hostmaster to find a different validation 
solution to submitting documentation. There was further discussion as to what extent associations have a company 
reg. no.(CVR), which could be used for validation. 

 

Proxy role - debate 
Tom Sommer from UnoEuro asked whether a registrar on behalf of a registrant could take on a proxy role and pay 
part of the activation process, so that the registrant would subsequently only need to provide their acceptance as part 
of their confirmation on self-service. Jonas Nielsen confirmed that it was technically possible to enter a request in the 
registrant's self-service, which he/she could confirm or reject. The registrar would then be notified. Lise Fuhr pointed 
out however, that it would not be possible for the registrar to automatically take on this role without the registrant's 
prior consent. DK Hostmaster noted the desire to do this and will consider which solution model to choose. 

The importance of providing good information to the registrant about what the role means and what the 
consequences would be for them if the registrar e.g. had a proxy role was also discussed. 

The functionalities of the proxy role were discussed. It was suggested that a registrar should not re-delegate a domain 
name without the registrant's consent. A discussion followed on the significance of a re-delegation on a proxy and 
billing contact, including whether these should be automatically switched or whether there should be a complete 
reset of role options as part of re-delegation.  

Lise Fuhr explained that the proxy role would have new functions as a result of implementing the automated process. 
In the future, the proxy would be able to start requests for deletion, transfer any changes to basic data (incl. changes 
to e-mail address) but the registrant would have to approve these requests before DK Hostmaster would effectuate 
them. Based on the conversation at the meeting about re-delegation, this latter would also be included in the new 
process surrounding the registrant's acceptance of requests from a proxy role. 

 

Normal registrar meeting 
 

After lunch, the normal registrar meeting continued. 

Update on current projects and follow-up from last registrar meeting. 
Jonas Nielsen talked about the current projects running in DK Hostmaster and which are relevant to the registrars. 
This means that:  

1. The project with a review of DKH's processes was closed.  
2. The self-service project for registrants was in programming and progressing well.  
3. EPP further development is on the drawing board and eight releases are planned in 2014-2015, not in order 

of priority.  
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4. There are plans for a registrar site in 2015 with functional requirements from process and self-service 
projects and requirements from the registrar meetings. This will replace the mail service and a site, where the 
registrars have the option to adjust communication with DK Hostmaster. 

Pre-activation is in a test phase and, following feedback, DK Hostmaster will continue working on it. DAS is also in 
progress and Jonas Nielsen explained that it was being tested. DSU is currently being updated. EPP had a bug fix 
release on the way. 

DK Hostmaster has reviewed their annual user surveys and some of the questions have been changed. Instead of 
being sent out in the autumn, they will be sent in the spring, like the registrant surveys. 

With regards to the follow-up from the last meeting, Jonas Nielsen reported that the registrars had asked for a say in 
the EPP prioritisation and this request has been met. There had also been a request for a Christmas lunch for 
registrars, and this had been achieved through a dinner as part of the registrar meeting.   

 

QA and releases  
Erwin Lansing, DK Hostmaster, presented an overview of DK Hostmasters' processes for the releases and tests. He 
pointed out that DK Hostmaster had version control on everything, so that the registrars always could see which 
version was in use. DK Hostmaster always runs internal tests followed by external tests. When DK Hostmaster rolls out 
releases, the launch will depend on what happens. Big fixes is one week, feature releases, backward compatible: 3 
weeks. Feature releases, non-compatible 3 weeks or 3 months.  

There was a discussion about non-compatible releases having a three-month and six month warning. DK Hostmaster 
will initially provide a 3-month warning for non-compatible releases. This will be addressed again at the next registrar 
meeting. 

 

EPP prioritisation 
Jonas Nielsen presented the prioritised order that had been requested by registrars following a hearing. It looked as 
follows:  

1.1.0 Integration with DK Hostmaster Pre-activation Service [Create Domain] 
1.2.0 EPP Renew [Renew Domain] 
1.3.0 Name server Change (re-delegation) [Update Domain] 
1.4.0 Domain Roles (proxy+tech) [Update Domain] 
1.5.0 Registration Period Modification [Update Domain] 
1.6.0 Name server Administration [Delete Host / Create Host / 
Update Host] 
1.7.0 DNSSEC [Update Domain] 
1.8.0 Poll [Poll] 
1.9.0 Contacts [Delete Contact / Update Contact] 
 
Jonas Nielsen explained that 1.1.0 is DK Hostmaster's own prioritisation and that 1.8.0 Poll should perhaps be moved 
further up as DK Hostmaster would integrate it with self-service. It is connected to the communication system. Poll is 
used for getting a message about whether the domain name has been registered, but it can probably also be 
connected to the entire communication system, so that you can suction status messages. 
Jonas Nielsen explained that DK Hostmaster would like to run small releases, to avoid it becoming one large project. 
But it will be ongoing. A first meeting has been held about Review, but this is a completely new function and therefore 
complex and Jonas Nielsen was unable to put a time frame on it.  

 

Questions about data validation in relation to companies 
Prior to the meeting, a question from a registrar had been sent in to be discussed at the registrar meeting. The 
questions was whether it was possible to use postbox addresses that does not exactly match the address information 
for the entered reg. no (CVR) number as part of domain name registrations.  
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Rikke Møller, DK Hostmaster and Lise Fuhr explained that this is not an option, as there has to be a match between 
the entered CVR number, and name and address of the registrant, as the DK Hostmaster otherwise takes it as 
incorrect information. Rikke Møller pointed out that DK Hostmaster is obliged to correct data according to the domain 
act. A discussion followed about the use of P numbers for companies with multiple addresses. 

 

The Danish Consumer Protection Act 

Rikke Møller explained that from June 13 2014, a new Consumer Protection Act comes into force. The act applies to all 
companies that have remote sale agreements with consumers. The aim of the act is to achieve a high level of 
consumer protection, and companies will therefore be required to follow a new list of requirements. Rikke Møller 
clarified that the act includes, among other things, that the information requirements when signing a consumer 
agreement are sharpened; that information should be provided before the agreement is signed; that consumers have 
confirmation of the agreement by the start of the service (incl. legally required information) on a permanent medium; 
that the language used is Danish unless otherwise expressly agreed.  

The new act will mean that registrars will be asked specifically to inform registrants about 1) registrants' agreement 
terms with DK Hostmaster and 2) the information that DK Hostmaster is required to provide in accordance with the 
consumer act. The information must be given to the registrant before ordering a .dk domain name from the registrar. 
When using pre-activation, the registrant will receive the legally required information from DK Hostmaster.  

DK Hostmaster expects a common solution model for all registrant types (consumer.business) to be implemented. It is 
currently being considered whether registrars who only have business customers could be exempt. This 
would however require written documentation to DK Hostmaster. 

Rikke Møller encouraged everyone to apply for legal aid when it comes to determining whether a registrar meets the 
requirements of the new act for remote sales agreements that do not concern .dk domain names. 

 

International news 
Lise Fuhr explained that in April an international meeting, Netmundial, was held in Brazil about internet governance as 
a follow on from Snowden affair. DIFO attended as part of the Danish delegation together with the Danish Business 
Authority and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. At the meeting a set of non-binding principles was agreed. Lise Fuhr 
pointed out that the meeting concluded with a document called the "Netmundial Multi Stakeholder Statement", 
which is an acceptance of the multi stakeholder model from several governments, who previously voted for an UN 
model.  
Lise Fuhr explained that content and net-neutrality was discussed at the meeting, but that DIFO would like to avoid 
this as they believe that regulation should be handled in each individual country.  

She also explained that Danish IGF and The Internet Day had been merged together into a joint conference with 
several areas. The conference will be held on September 15 2014. 

 

From you to us. 

Kristian Ørmen, Larsen Data, asked about when it would be decided whether DK Hostmaster would go to tender and 
Lise Fuhr said that this would happen in the end of June.  

Peter Larsen, Larsen Data, asked how DK Hostmaster would be prioritising and John Schweitzer explained as follows: 
1) automation of the proxy role and data validation, which needs to be completed by 1.3. 2015. 2) Self-service. 

Tom Sommer, UnoEuro, asked about real time registration and John Schweitzer said this was something DK 
Hostmaster was currently investigating. Questions were asked as to the number of resources in DK Hostmaster and 
John Schweitzer said that DK Hostmaster had expanded from two to seven developers in the last six months, of which 
three were consultants with one consultant working part-time. 
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The format 

The format of the registration meeting was also discussed and it was highlighted that it would be a good idea to have 
dinner together, and that several thought that having a presentation in the middle of the day was unnecessary. DK 
Hostmaster will consider this for the next meeting. 

 

Thank you for a great meeting! 


